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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This article focuses on the using collective dynamic route
method for D2D LTE networks. It provides algorithms for
the analysis stage, taking into account the availability of
D2D users and the routing stage, as well as their imple
mentation. The dependencies of the D2D communication
routes quantity fraction for various cases of user location
are shown.

To increase the throughput of broadband radio access
networks by reducing intrasystem interference flow in [1],
a collective dynamic routing method was developed. It
includes two stages:
1) The analysis stage includes following steps:
• Constructing set of routes;
• Calculating signal power for each route;
• Calculating signaltointerference ratio (SINR) for
each route for each channel;
• Calculating data rate with a given error probability for
each route and each channel.
2) Routing stage that includes defining the optimal set
of routes that provides data transmission with minimal
delivery time.
As described in [3], this method allows increase the
IEEE 802.11 networks throughput.
However, the researches did not consider the applying
possibility this method for LTE networks using D2D com
munication. Features of D2D communication require a
change in the algorithm for searching acceptable route set.
So, this article is devoted to the development of the
algorithm for searching acceptable route set for LTE net
works with D2D communication and its effectiveness
analysis.

KEYWORDS: collective dynamic routing, onedimensional
routes, multidimensional routes, Bounded Recurrent
Algorithm.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider LTE network example consisting of one
base station (BS) and three users (Figure 1).

Multidimensional routes are obtained by unification
of one-dimensional routes that use different
communication channels. Two dimensional routes
includes two one-dimensional routes, e.g. {(1-2-3), (34)}. Three dimensional routes includes three onedimensional routes, e.g. {(1-2-3), (3-2-4), (4-3)}.
The implementation was done in Matlab. After routes
construction and removing redundant routes, such as
(1-2-5) and (1-5), for the example shown in figure 1 215
routes were obtained.
The signal powers Pgn n were calculated depends on
R T

Fig. 1. The LTE network example

The task of this network is to deliver data between
users U1 – U3, as well as between them and the Internet,
i.e. deliver data in volumes specified by the matrix I
accumulated in the interval T I using acceptable route
set ^w` .
The collective dynamic routing method allows to find
G
the optimal route set N opt , as the number of using frames
for each of the route in the set ^w` , which deliveries data
with the volumes I for the minimum time according to:
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the propagation loss described by ITU-R 1411 [4] for
each route in set ^w` and each user pairs. The transmitter
powers of BS and user equipment were determined based
on the standard for LTE and LTE-Advanced dated
October 29, 2018 [5].
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calculated with program OFDM Receiver [7].
In order to reduce interference, we should think about
resource blocks distribution between routes. The
algorithm for resource blocks distribution in onedimensional routes is shown in figure 2.

N1 ,!, N g ,!, N G is the used route set; G is

the total routes quantity; n R is the receiving node in
route wg ; nT is the transmitting node in route wg ; N
is the total transmitting or receiving nodes quantity.
Thus, depending on the volumes matrix I , the
optimal routing set will be different.
ANALYSIS STAGE
According to collective dynamic routing method, the
acceptable route set consists of certain amounts of endto-end routes that can be divided into one-dimensional
and multidimensional routes.
One-dimensional route is set of serially connected
communication channels in order to connect desirable
users. All one-dimensional routes can be divided into
three groups: routes that allow users to access the Internet
and routes connecting different users which are into
routes connecting users through the BS and directly
(D2D). For the considering LTE network example the
first group contains routes: (1-2-5), (3-2-5) and (4-2-5),
the second group – routes: (1-2-3), (1-2-4), (3-2-1), (3-24), (4-2-1), (4-2-3) and third group – routes: (1-3), (1-4),
(3-1), (3-4), (4-1), (4-3).
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Fig. 2. Algorithm of one-dimensional routes analysis stage
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As can be seen, the distribution is done based on the
total number of resource blocks and the comparison of
current and previous values of volume that is delivered
by the total used resources per route. If current value of
volume is less than previous, it denotes that interference
level when we use current distribution is much higher in
comparison with interference level when we use previous
distribution and, as a result, previous distribution gives
more efficient results in data rate terms.
The same approach used for two and three
multidimensional routes but algorithm will be more
complicated because in this case we should remember
about finite number of resource blocks, namely 7, and the
variety of the variants of data delivery. In two
dimensional routes there are 3 variants, e.g. only classical
approach: {(1-2-3), (3-2-4)}; classical approach and
D2D: {(1-3), (3-2-4)} or {(1-2-3), (3-4)} and D2D only
{(1-3), (3-4)}. In three dimensional routes case we have
such variants: only classical approach; two routes with
classical approach and one route with D2D; one route
with classical approach and two routes with D2D; D2D
only.
SINR
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for each subcarrier is different.

Therefore data rate for each subcarrier will be different
too. In this case the channel’s data rate from nT -th to
n R -th user is calculated by following expression:
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Based on the algorithms comparison that can be used
in the collective dynamic routing method described in
[8], given the complexity of the calculations and the
obtained data delivery time, the Bound Recurrent
Algorithm (BRA) was been choose. This recursive
algorithm at each step determines the number of the best
route, which can be determined as follows:
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where wg is the best route with number g ; N is the
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data transmitted by user n to user n at the resource
block delivery time T F using route wg .
So, wg computes in T F =0.5mc every time until all
*

data is transmitted. The sequence of wg
G
vector of optimal route set N opt .

*

give us the

RESULTS

Four cases were considered ɟo evaluate the
effectiveness of using D2D communications.
The first case considers all users are placed close to
BS and at equal distances from each other. It is shown in
Figure 3.

where V tec is an amount of transmitted OFDM-symbols
Er
per second; Pmax
is transmitting symbol error probability;
I u is an amount of subcarriers that are used for data
delivery.
~
The volume I gn R nT that can be delivered by one

resource block from nT -th to n R -th user along the route
wg can be found as production of the channel’s data rate
by the resource block delivery time T F :

~
F
I gn R nT Vgn R nT  T   

The choice of routes used for the data delivery is
carried out at the routing stage based on data volumes
~
I n R nT at matrix I , and volumes I gn n delivered by one
R T

Fig. 3. Case 1

The second case is depicted in figure 4. In this case all
users are placed far from BS and at equal distances far
from each other.

resource block.
ROUTING STAGE

The aim of this stage is finding optimal route set
G opt
G
N . In the general, N opt can be obtained by solving
system (1), which is the task of integer linear
programming (ILP). However, due to the high
complexity of the exact solution ILP task, recurrent
algorithm can be used.
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Fig. 4. Case 2

The third case considers two users that are placed
close to each other but third user is far from them.
All users are far from BS (Figure 5).
Fig. 7. D2D utilization versus case

Fig. 5. Case 3

The location of users in fourth case is far from BS but
they are close to each other. It is shown in Figure 6.

According to this dependent, first and second cases
use only routes transmitted data through BS (classical
approach). Third case use about 19 percent of the
maximum number of D2D routes that can be used. In
fourth case roughly 67 percent are used. So, the most
beneficial case for D2D communication usage is fourth
case. Of course, numbers in each case can be varied. It
depends on users' location and matrix I realizations.
The next question is how does the data delivery time
change when using D2D communications compared to
using only the classical approach? To answer it, it will be
considered two models: with the using only classical
approach and the classical approach and D2D
communications. Using these models, the D2D utilization
gain as the ratio of the delivery time of the classical
approach and D2D for the delivery time of only the
classical approach is calculated. It’s gain was calculated
in each combination and then it was averaged.The
average D2D utilization gain for the same cases of placed
users and matrix I realizations are shown in Figure 8 for
the transmitted data size of which is medium, i.e. less or
equal to 1 Mb and in Figure 9 for the transmitted data
size of which is large, i.e. between 8 and 12 Mb.

Fig. 6. Case 4

In each case 100 random matrix I realizations were
generated. For example, first matrix I realization can be
U1 transmits to U2, U2 transmits to U3, and U3 transmits
to Internet. Second realization can be U2 transmits to U1,
U1 transmits to U3. Base on these realizations it can be
estimated used D2D routes percentage. This percentage
for each case of user location is shown in Figure 7.
Fig. 8. D2D utilization gain when the transmitted data size
is medium
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increasing data rates by reducing the intra-system
interference flow in real systems due to its low
computational complexity.
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Fig. 9. D2D utilization gain when the transmitted data size
is large

So, if gain equal to 1, there is no benefit to use D2D
as it can be seen in case 1 and case 2. Gain shows how
much on average the using one combination of the
classical approach and D2D in comparison with the
classical approach only gives a benefit.
~
Since I gn n is constant, the data delivery time
R T
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